
„Just plug in“

How to create an ELEMENT ONE design-
matching connector box? The answer is the 
unique SOCKET-X:

It is available in three different length and 
most versatile in terms of available sockets 
and interfaces for Audio, Video, Power, 
Ethernet and data. Simply make your 
choice.

The surface matches to your ELEMENT 
ONE monitor and microphone installation. 
It is available in countless materials, colors 
and coatings - and beautiful illuminated by 
the built-in LED light.

The SOCKET-X is equipped with an 
innovative magnetical multipart cover flap 
with integrated cable outlet.

The major advantage is the compact 
dimension. With its total (visible) width of 
only 100mm and an installation depth of 
max. 75mm the required space of the box is 
reduced to the minimum.
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                 Please enter letter or function in the desired SOCKET-X - Please note the different space requirements

Quantity of such 
configurated SOCKET-X:

SOCKET-X is available in three different 

lengths: 170, 200 and 230mm. The assembly 

is carried out according to the desired 

functionality, that is: your needs. Make your 

choice.

Thats how it works:

For each configuration please use a 

configuration form. Please note: There are 

different sized connection components, 

which require different space in the grid of 

the SOCKET-X. For example, an HDMI port 

requires half a grid, but a VGA port requires 

an entire grid. In addition, the space 

requirement of a 230V power connection is 

even greater.

Now choose your desired surface: aluminum, 

stainless steel or design.

And finally: you can specify the total number 

of the SOCKET-X configured in this way in 

the appropriate place.

If your SOCKET-X should be part of a 

CONVERS installation, please indicate this in 

the appropriate field.

COMPANY:

Name of the Contact: 

Street

ZIP-Code | City

Country

Tel.:

Mail:

PROJECT NAME:

      Stainless-Surface

Stand-alone

form-fit to 
CONVERS Frame

Integrated into 
CONVERS Frame

       Aluminum-Surface

       Design-Surface ... 

... Material:
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